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The following work (for eight years past the subject of study and meditation in the leisure
hours of a busy life) was completed early in the present year. It has not been prepared for those
who have themselves studied the subject deeply: the author does not presume to think that he
has anything new to tell them. He has rewritten the history of the campaign of 1815 for three
reasons. First, because he honestly believes that there is no account of it in Eng Ush, at once
foil, well-arranged, accurate, and adapted for general reading; secondly, because foreign
histories are not exact, and, if they were, are not accessible to the bulk of Englishmen; thirdly,
because recent and passing events have made it desirable (especially when we are asked to put
faith in France, and to disarm) that attention should be recalled to the period of her grandest
attempt to become dominant in Europe. That there is in Fraaee a laie party who profess hones
Uynot to desire aggrandizement, the author is willing to be Ueve.(Typographical errors above
are due to OCR software and dont occur in the book.)About the Publisher Forgotten Books is a
publisher of historical writings, such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science, Religion, History,
Folklore and Mythology.Forgotten Books Classic Reprint Series utilizes the latest technology
to regenerate facsimiles of historically important writings. Careful attention has been made to
accurately preserve the original format of each page whilst digitally enhancing the aged text.
Read books online for free at www.forgottenbooks.org
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First Total War: Napoleon's Europe and the Birth of Modern A classic study that looks at the
populations subjected to French rule, the while Volume 2 explores its decline and downfall in
â€“
Captain William Siborne became an ensign in the 9th Foot in and was sent to France in as part
of a battalion despatched to reinforce Wellington's.
'John Hussey's study of the Waterloo campaign with its multiple armies and multiple battles is
monumental and magisterial. The Campaign of Waterloo is the complete account of the
climatic campaign and abstracted from Sir John Fortescue's monumental A History of the
British Army. The Classic Account of Napoleon's Last Battles ? Print price ? the British Army
and published here as an independent volume, first in and .
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